2O8	JAPAN MUST FIGHT BRITAIN
She has the choice of two strategical objectives—that is
the expression used.
The first, operating from the main base at Singapore
and from temporary bases in the Dutch Natuna Islands or
British Borneo, to send her Fleet up the Formosa Channel,
there to bring the Japanese Fleet to action. Should it refuse
to come out, to force it out by attacking from the air the
principal cities, industrial centres, naval harbours, dockyards,
and bases in Formosa and Kyushu, and by interrupting
with submarines communications with Korea, Manchuria,
and Siberia.
The second, to retake Hongkong as a preliminary,
and from there to lure the Japanese Fleet to its destruction.
Hongkong is 1430 miles from Singapore and only 200 miles
from the southern end of Formosa. Its retention or loss
by the British would closely affect the possibility of destroying
the Japanese Fleet and the ultimate fate of Japan. A British
Fleet from Singapore could get there in three days, and if,
as she would have to do, Japan attacked the place on the
outbreak of war, might arrive while the fighting was still
going on. It may appear, therefore, that the best thing
the British could attempt would be to retake Hongkong
first and engage the Japanese Fleet afterwards. This view is,
however, somewhat superficial, for by destroying the Japan-
ese main Fleet, the British would automatically recover
Hongkong : whereas, to recapture the place would mean
escorting thither a fleet of transports, which would offer a
good target to our light forces, would require protection, and
would hamper the operations of the Battle Fleet. It might,
after all, be wiser to make the first objective the destruction
of the Japanese Fleet and to let Hongkong wait on the result.
If that plan were adopted, an advanced base would have
to be found elsewhere until Hongkong could be retaken.
French Kuang-chou-wan, Honkoe Bay in Indo-China,
Manila in the Philippines, though very suitable are not
likely to be available. There are several good harbours on
the coast of China, San-tuao for example, but they are all
too far north. There is nothing, in fact, apart from a port
in British Borneo or in the Dutch Natuna Islands, one of
which would have to be used in spite of the inconvenience.
This is an additional reason why England should want to
keep in with France and America*

